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Abstract 
In this research study, first, a prototype network design as real modeling and using the OPNET software as virtual modeling 
of a typical enterprise network are constructed and analyzed. On these real and virtual network models, the affects of Firewall 
and VPN (Virtual Private Network) on network performance are studied. Then a more complex and realistic model than the first 
simple OPNET model is designed, and on this second model similar analysis work is performed. In this study, another research 
topic is to investigate application areas and uses of OPNET in communication networks education. 
What we have done different than the previous research studies and projects in our study is constructing both a real enterprise 
network prototype and virtual OPNET simulation model, and comparing network models and network analysis results. The 
affects of Firewall and VPN on these models are studied in both real network devices and virtual OPNET environments. 
Additionally, practical use of both developed real and virtual models in university education is also taken into consideration. 
Keywords: social network site; architectural platform  
1. Introduction  
Enterprise networks connect the departments of an organization, local users and remote users each other, and 
provide access to information processing and communication resources. They have generally large structures and 
many applications with strict security rules. Enterprise networks support hundreds of users, in much larger cases this 
number may become hundred thousands of users. 
Before an enterprise network is constructed, during the design phase of an enterprise network, creating enterprise 
network scenarios using a reliable simulation tool and designing the enterprise network in the virtual environment,  
simulating the use of network applications and network traffics, and verifying designs provide cost and time savings. 
This study aims to model, simulate and verify an enterprise network and major security structures in this network 
in real and virtual environments. Another important purpose of this study is to investigate teaching methods of 
current enterprise network hardware and software concepts and security structures with laboratory work in partly 
real and virtual environments. 
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2. Related Work  
Many studies and projects have been done on network modeling, simulation and verification [1], [2], [3], [4]. [1] 
of these makes an introduction to simulation tools suitable for research and education of network technologies and 
protocols. It presents important requirements, which are needed for simulation tools. It also introduces available 
simulation tools on the market and theirs most important features. Among the mentioned tools it presents advanced 
methods for network simulations using the OPNET Modeler simulation tool. The paper [2] first points that 
traditional traffic models like the Poisson model are inappropriate to accurately model the bursty behavior of real 
network traffic. Performance analysis based on these models can lead to a severe underestimation of packet delay or 
loss, with badly dimensioned networks as a result. This study developed a new traffic model, which is based on a 
hierarchical scheme of Bernoulli sources using OPNET Modeler. The other research study [3] presents a solution to 
the complex premise of performance prediction for heterogeneous Ethernet/Frame Relay networks using OPNET. In 
[4] several computer network simulators are compared and OPNET is given in detail. The implementation details of 
the network models in OPNET are given and some simulation examples are also illustrated. 
There are also some studies on modeling security structures using OPNET [5], [6]. The study [5] gives an overall 
view of all the devices and techniques available within the OPNET Modeler related security. [6] implements an IDS 
(Intrusion Detection System) using OPNET, which can be used to simulate how it works in a corporate network.  
Some research studies and projects have been done on the application areas and uses of OPNET in 
communication networks education [7], [8], [9], [10]. The research study [7] discusses the laboratory exercises 
designed for using OPNET in the network-technology courses at Rivier College. It analyzes the lab results for the 
real-time networks and protocols in the OPNET IT Guru Academic simulation environment. [8] discusses how 
OPNET can be applied in advanced networking education, enhancing the practical skills of future network engineers. The 
goal of the project [9] is to examine student and faculty usage of network applications and its effects on the Rowan 
University network. This paper presents a simulation model of a Computer Science Department’s undergraduate 
laboratory at Rowan University. The simulations were developed using the OPNET Modeler, and the packet traces 
were collected and analyzed using Wireshark packet capture program. The study [10] also gives a laboratory study 
in another university using OPNET Modeler in detail. 
What we have done different than the previous research studies and projects in our study [11] is constructing both 
a real enterprise network prototype and virtual OPNET simulation model, and comparing network models and 
network analysis results. The affects of Firewall and VPN (Virtual Private Network) on these models are studied in 
both real network devices and virtual OPNET environments. Additionally, practical use of both developed real and 
virtual models in university education is also taken into consideration. 
3. Real modeling of an enterprise network with real devices  
The most basic enterprise network components were used in our study to design and implement a real enterprise 
network model as shown in Fig.1. The designed model is composed of two domains. The first domain is the internal 
enterprise local network where the enterprise network devices, servers and applications are located. The second 
domain is the remote connection which is used to access the enterprise network with an external link (like ADSL) 
over  a  VPN  connection.  An  ADSL  modem  for  remote  access  to  the  enterprise  model,  NETMASTER  CXC-150  
Cable  Modem  for  Internet  access  from  the  enterprise  model,  Linux  IPTables  Firewall,  Linux  OpenVPN  VPN  
Server, Microsoft DNS Server, Windows 2008-IIS 7.0 Web Server, FTP Server, Linux DHCP Server and a 
Windows XP PC for Wireshark packet capturing tool were used in the real model. 
Linux IPTables is a software firewall which controls the Internet and local network traffic. We can block specific 
ports, IP addresses or IP groups for Internet and local network through the Firewall. IPTables is distributed almost in 
all Linux versions. It runs under Open Suse 11 operating system which is one of the most successful Linux versions 
in our model. In the enterprise network model, for external users who want to access to the enterprise resources, 
OpenVPN on a local server gives service using certificates created for remote users.  
Several tests were performed over the VPN remote connection to access the enterprise network model. HTTP 
requests generated by JMeter [12] were sent to the IIS 7.0 Web Server over the remote connection in 30 second 
periods. A test duration was 10 minute, and network packets were captured using the Wireshark packet capturing 
tool, and the performance information on the server was collected with the Windows Performance Monitor tool. 
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Fig. 1. Enterprise network model 
Fig. 2. Web server request response times 
Windows Performance Monitor runs on servers and allows analyzing several objects with different criteria. For 
example, “Web Service instins” object provides information about data amount which is received and sent through 
different counters and allows to monitor web service’s running and performance. 
CACE Pilot [13] was used to analyze the network packets captured with Wireshark. The web server request 
response times graphic as one of the test results obtained with this program is given in Fig. 2. CACE Pilot is a 
network analyzing tool which gives a dimension to the use of Wireshark, and provides rich and powerful visual 
analyzing abilities to the wired and wireless network packets captured with Wireshark. 
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4. Virtual modeling of an enterprise network with OPNET  
A virtual model of the enterprise network model implemented with real network devices was constructed in the 
OPNET environment as shown in Fig. 3. To make the new scenario close to the real environment, 2 xDSL modems, 
3 ethernet_server, 1 ethernet_16_switch, 2 ethernet_workstation, 1 vlan_ethernet_router, 1 wlan_wkstn, 1 
ethernet_4_slip_gtwy to provide remote VPN access and 10Base_T_LAN and PPP internet connection links to 
provide connections between components were used. 
Fig. 3. The OPNET model of the real enterprise network model 
‘Application Config’ ve ‘Profile Config’ components were added for applications in the OPNET model and to 
define which users can use these applications. VPN configurations are made with the ‘VPN Config’ object. All 
applications and components for applications were defined. After we finished the configurations, similar scenarios 
like in the previous real network were generated on the OPNET model, and different graphics of the network traffic 
were obtained. We observed that the results obtained in the OPNET virtual environment are quite close to the results 
obtained in the real environment. 
We improved the OPNET model to have a more realistic enterprise network model in our study. In this new 
model, the enterprise consists of 3 city locations, østanbul headquarter, øzmir division, and Ankara division, and 
totally 385 personals work in these cities. øzmir and Ankara make their Internet accesses through the headquarter. 
In the new model, there are totally 5 servers. Web Server and FTP Server are located in the external server 
domain, and E-Mail Server, Database Server, and File Server are located in the local server domain. There are 5 
different types of users as ‘Engineer’, ‘Researcher’, ‘E-Commerce Customer’, ‘Sales Person’, ‘Multimedia User’, 
and ‘Hacker Group’ in the model. The different internal and external network traffics generated by these users were 
monitored and analyzed.   
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The affects of Firewall and VPN usage on the system in this more realistic model were examined in two different 
scenarios. In the first scenario, there was no Firewall. In the second scenario, the Firewall and VPN were used, and 
the affects of these security structures and unauthorized accesses to 5 servers in the model were analyzed. We 
observed that Firewall and VPN security structures prevent unauthorized accesses but slow down the network traffic 
with about 20%. Fig. 4 shows the database network traffic with and without security structures. 
Fig. 4. The affects of Firewall and VPN on network traffic 
5. Conclusion  
In our study we developed two OPNET models and one real network model with network devices for an 
enterprise network. We observed that the results obtained in the OPNET virtual environment are quite close to the 
results obtained in the real environment. As a conclusion, we observed that before an enterprise network is 
constructed, during the design phase of an enterprise network, creating enterprise network scenarios using a reliable 
simulation tool, like OPNET, and designing the enterprise network in the virtual environment,  simulating the use of 
network applications and different network traffics, and verifying designs provide cost and time savings. 
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